
T6 W7 Authors Session 4  

Writing Instructions 
 

The link for this session is: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zyk4ydm 

 

Instructions can be seen all around us in our daily lives. For example, on packets of food, in manuals or guidebooks, 
and even on the roads and streets outside. 

Instructions tell the reader how to do something, like how to cook a meal or how to build a chair. They have to be 
written clearly so the reader can easily understand each step.  

Instructions need to include: 

• A title saying what the instructions are about  
• A list of what is needed 
• Step-by-step actions written in chronological order (the order in 
which they should happen) 

When you write instructions you should: 

• Use command verbs such as chop, mix, stir 
• Use time conjunctions such as first, next, then, until  
• Use adverbs such as quickly, slowly, carefully to explain how the action should be done  
• Use numbers for each new step 

Practise 
You may need paper and a pen or pencil for some of these activities. 

Activity 1 
Read these instructions about how to feed a baby then answer the questions below. 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zyk4ydm


 

 
Either write your answers down on paper, think about them or discuss them with someone at home.  

1. What is the title and where can you find it?  

2. What information comes first in the instructions?  

3. How do you know what order to carry out the instructions in?  

4. What type of word do most of the instructions start with?  

5. Find three adverbs that are used in the instructions. 
 
 
 

Activity 2 
In George's Marvellous Medicine by Roald Dahl, George creates some medicine to give to his horrible Grandma. 
Some of the ingredients he uses are in the extract below. Read it carefully to see why he thought he should put 
those ingredients in his mixture. 

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

Now imagine you’re making your own medicine for a horrible grandma. 

Make a list of eight ingredients that you would use and explain what effect each one would have on grandma. 

Top tip! 

Don’t forget to say how much to use. 

For example:  

A tablespoon of strawberry jam to make her cheeks more rosy.  

A whole bottle of perfume to make her smell like flowers. 
 
 
 

Activity 3 
Now write a set of instructions telling other people how they could make your medicine.  

Remember to include:  

• A title. You could start with ‘How to …’ 
• A list of ingredients and how much you need of each one  
• Numbered steps and time conjunctions to show what 

order the ingredients should be added in 
• Adverbs to explain how they should be added 
• An explanation of why each ingredient should be added 

For example:  

How to improve a horrible grandma 

1. First of all, carefully sprinkle two teaspoons of coffee into the pot to give grandma some energy. 

Top tip! 

Don't forget to use command verbs such as mix, stir, add, pour and chop. 


